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1. Introduction
The classification problem of isoparametric hypersurfaces in a sphere
with four or six principal curvatures is still open. A hypersurface in a sphere is
called isoparametric if each principal curvature is constant. When the number
g of the principal curvatures is six, every principal curvature has the same mul-
tiplicity m [9], which takes value 1 or 2 [1]. In either case, the known examples
belong to the family of homogeneous hypersurfaces. Recently, Dorfmeister and
Neher [4] proved that an isoparametric hypersurface with (£, m)~(6y 1) are ho-
mogeneous. Their argument is, however, purely algebraic, because they clas-
sify isoparametric functions rather than the hypersurfaces themselves. Unfor-
tunately, their proof does not work for (g,m)=(6,2). So it seems significant to
consider the problem from a different point of view, more geometrically.
Up to now, about homogeneous hypersurfaces with £=6, we know merely
a general fact that they are orbits of isotropy actions of certain symmetric spaces.
But as a special case of the recent result [7, Proposition 3], when h: S7-*S4 is
the Hopf fibering, the inverse image N=h~\N) of an isoparametric hypersurface
N in S4 is isoparametric with g=2k where k is the number of principal curvatures
of N. When k=3, N is known to be a tube of the Veronese surface [2] and cer-
tainly, N is homogeneous. Since the family of homogeneous hypersurfaces
in S7 with g=6 is unique [13], this gives a new geometric characterization to
it.
Now, it is interesting to know how the fibers S3 of the Hopf fibering ap-
pear on N. Moreover, since N is an orbit of the isotrpoy action of G2/*SΌ(4) [13]
and since S7 is stratified by such orbits, it is interesting to know how this action
is related with the Hopf fibration. In §2, we clarify this point in terms of a sub-
group action of the linear isotropy group. In particular, concerning that N
is homeomorphic to ΛΓxS3, we show that N is foliated by an isoparametric
hypersurface with (g, m)=(3, 1) which is diffeomorphic to N (Proposition 2.4).
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A similar correspondense exists between focal submanifolds N± (see the next
paragraph) of N and N± of N. For instance, N± is homeomorphic to a pro-
duct of the Veronese surface N± and S
3
. By the way, a fiber S3 on N± is called
an "equatorsphere" [1, 5.2], of which dimension turns out to be three. We
show furthermore (Proposition 2.5) that N+ is foliated by the Veronese surface,
while ΛL is foliated by the minimal isoparametric hypersurface with (g, m)=
(3, 1). In contrast with that N+ and ΛL are congruent to the Veronese surface
in S*, the following is remarkable:
Proposition 3.3. ff+ and ΛL are not congruent in S7. In particular , we have
two minimal taut homogeneous embeddings of P2R x S3 into S7 which are not con-
gruent.
The study of focal submanifolds of an isoparametric hypersurface M is
important since basic properties of the hypersurface condense into them. Here,
by a focal submanifold, we mean the submanifold consisting of the first focal
points of M in a fixed normal direction. Thus we have two focal submanifolds
M±. §3 is devoted to the study of M±, of which shape operator plays an im-
portant role when we investigate. M. In particular, on N±, its null direction is
constant for any normal vectors, and this is the second geometric characteri-
zation of the homogeneous hypersurface with (g, m)=(6, 1) (Proposition 4.2).
We note that this property is interpreted as an integrability condition of some
unions of curvature distributions (Remark 4.2).
The whole argument in this article is independent of Dorfmeister-Neher's
classification theorem.
The author wolud like to express her hearty thanks to Professors H. Ozeki
and M. Takeuchi for their valuable suggestions and encouragement.
2. Isotropy representation of G2/SO(4) and the Hopf fibering
Using the quaternion field H, let S7=i(u}(ΞH2\ \\u\\2+\\v\\2=l} and S*=
\v/
|2-l}. Consider the Hopf fibering h: S7-+S\ h((u})=
\vl
w
hich is associated with the action of Sp(\)={s^H\ |k||2=l} on
S7 given by
(2.1) <") = ("Ί) (^1), (")^ 2\V' vztf"v \£?/
Proposition 2.1 [7]. A homogeneous hypersurface in S7 with six princi-
pal curvatures is the inverse image of an isoparametric hypersuface in S4 with three
principal curvatures under the Hopf fibering. This correspondence exists betweeen
/IM
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focal submanifolds of each hypersurface.
In order to understand the relation of group actions on S4 and S7, we discuss
for a while on this proposition and give a direct proof.
Recall that a homogeneous hypersurface in a sphere is a principal orbit of
the linear isotropy action of some Riemmanian symmetric space of rank 2 [5].
A homogeneous hypersurface Mh in S7 with six principal curvatures is an orbit of
the isotropy action of the symmetric space G2/SO(4), where G2 is the automorph-
ism group of the Cayley algebra C. Let C be generated by {e& e0, β ,^7} sa-
tisfying
= —e = ek
where (i,/, &) is a triple on some edge, middle segment or a circle of Fg. 1 put
in order shown by its arrows. The automorphism group G2 of C is identified
with a subgroup of «SO(7), where the metric on C is given by
for Λ? =, y) = $txy =
Let Eij be the standard basisThe Lie algebra g of G2 is given as follows [11]:
of 7x7 matrices with Λ-coefficients. Put GiJ=Eij—EJi9i9j=l9
put
7 and
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> ΣJ yj = 0},
for 1 <i<7. Then g is given by
(2.2) β = ίjβ»
and satisfies
(2.3) [a,, gf] = 0 , [g,., g .] = Qk
where (/,;, &) is as before. Note that [Gijy Gjk]=Gik, for any 1 <i,j> k<7. Let
T be the involutive automorphism of g given by τ(X)=^—tX. Then (g, τ) is an
effective orthogonal Lie algebra of compact type and g=ϊ+t> where
ϊ = {XEΞQ\τ(X) = X} = fl3+
= -X} = g1+g2+g5+a7 -
Note that (2.2) is an orthogonal decomposition with respect to the metric < , >
on g given by
Take a maximal abelian subspace d=g1={^1
0} of t>, whose dimension called the rank of (g, r) is 2. Let K be a linear form
on α and put
I
κ
 = {X e ϊ I (ad #)2(Z) = - κ(H)2X , for all H <Ξ α}
(*dH)2(X) = -K(H)2X , for all
For ίfeα, ad/ί maps I
κ
 (resp. t>
κ
) isomorphically onto p
κ
 (resp. ϊ
κ
), if /c(ίί)Φθ
[13, or (2.4) below]. We can select a suitable ordering in the dual space of α
such that the set Σ+ of positive roots of (g, r) with respect to α is given by
S+ = \Kι = £2>
 K2 == bl b2> ^3 == b l > ^4 == bl b3> ^5 = b?) ^6 == b2 b3J
We define root vectors Xf^lK and T^^ as follows:
X\ = ^e— G25+2G17 , J\Γ4 = G46+G25 eg3
^2 = — G27— G34 , Jζ; = — G27-f G34— 2G15
XB = G57— Gm— 2G12 , XB = Ggy
^— 2G13 , Γ4 = G26— G45
, Γ5 = — G23+G47— 2G16
= Gr35+G67+2G14 , Γ6 = —
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It follows immediately
(2.4) adHXi = *,(#)r, , adffϊ1, = -κi(H)Xi .
Note that any two of above vectors are mutually orthogonal and
Now, the connected subgroup of G2 generated by I is isomorphic to SO (4).
Let p: SΌ(4)->GL(t>) be the linear isotropy representation, i.e., ρ(k)X=A.dkX
for k^SO(4) and X ep. It is well known that ρ(SO(4)) is a subgroup of SO(\>)
=SO(8) and that a principal orbit of this action in the unit sphere S7 of t>, is an
isoparametric hypersurface with six principal curvatures [13, or Remark 2.2].
Now, put
Z, = -λ(X
τ
-X4) = Gκ-Ga eg3
Z2 = -λ(χt+χt) = Gβ+Ga
Z3 = -(Xt+Xj = G12-G57
Then Z19 Z2 and Z3 span an ideal I of §o(4). The orthogonal decomposition of
§o(4)=I0I~L defines another ideal l^ spanned by
Z4 = ^ -(Zj+3^) = 2G«+G8+G17
Z5 = ±-(3X2-X5) = -Gβ-2GM+Gu
Z6 = —(X3—3Xe) = —G57—2Gx—Ga eg4 .
Certainly, Iaβl-1-a«gp(l)a*go(3). Now for any non-zero H=ξ1G24+ξίG3r+
?3G56eα, define Wt=-[Ztt H]ep, i=l, 2, 3, i.e.
(2.5) W2 = -ftGβ
and put V={H, Wlt W2, W3\. Similarly, for an orthogonal element H^=
(ξ3-ξ2)GM+(ξ1-ξ3)G37+(ξ2~ξ1)Gκ of H in α, put Wt=-[Zt,H*\, ί=l, 2, 3,
which is orthogonal to Wt in Qji,jι=7,j2=5,j3=2. In fact, PFf is given by
changing (&,&,&) into (£,-&!&-&, &-£ι) in (2.5). Let F"={^MFiL>
M^2", ί^ a"} Then we have an orthogonal decomposition
Denoting the unit vector parallel to a vector A by A, define a linear map φ :
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which is an isometry. We identify H2 with p by this mapping.
Let Sp(l) and ιSp(l)' be the connected, simply connected subgroups of
SO(4) corresponding to I and I"1", respectively.
Lemma 2.2. The action φ p(Sp(l)) φ~l on H2 coincides with the action
(2.1) of Sp(l) on H2.
Proof. We can check that the adjoint action of I on F is given by
(2.6)
adZ,
adZ2
adZ3
H
-W,
-W2
-W3
w,
H
-W3
wz
W2
W3
H
-W1
W3
-W2
w,
H
A similar relation holds for the adjoint action of I on V^. On the other hand,
let {I,/,/, k} be the standard basis of H. Consider the Lie algebra &p(l) of
Sp(l) generated by si9 sJ9 sk where
sku = —uk ,= —u , = —u
We see that the matrix representation of si9sjysk with respect to the basis
{l,ί,7, k} coincides with the matrix representation of adZj, ad2Γ2, adZ3 on
respectively) with respect to the basis {H, Wly W» W3} ({H^, Wf, Wϊ,
, respectively). Since we have a commutative diagram
where 2Γeί=£p(l), szu=—uZ, uGH, and since exp adl—Ad expl—ρ(Sp(l)),
while exp §t>(l)=Sp(l)> we obtain the Lemma.
In order to investigate the action p(Sp(l)') on p, recall that the Lie algebra
of Sp(2) standardly acting on H2 is generated by
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Lemma 2.3. 7%£ action of l^~ on H2 given by φ adl^ φ"1 is expressed as
(2.8)
where R=ξl
Proof. Using
2*-G
x
 = —{-
'37-G56 = -{(i
G<7-G16 =
G13-GX
we obtain, for instance,
J\
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= ^{-6ξ2(ξ3-ξl)W1+2(ξl-ξ2)(ξ2-ξ3)Wt},
I\.
jfv
= ~{-6ξ2(ξ3-ξ1)W3+2(ξ1-ξ2)(ξ2-ξ3)W^,J\
By similar calculations for adZ5 and adZ6, we obtain (2.8), if we note that \\HJ~\\
and ||^ || =
 N/3||^,||.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. From exp adl^^Ad expI-L=p(5/>(l)/), while
exp ®[>(2)=Sp(2), we obtain p(Sp(l)')c:Sp(2). The following argument con-
necting the standard Sp(2)-action on S7 with an action σ(Sp(2)) on *S4 is due
to M. Takeuchi. Identify R X H with R5, where
\ *X = X, ΎτX = 0}
= {X=(t w}\t<EΞRyw(ΞH}.\W —V
by
RxH^(t}^(t "Wlϊ .
Va;/ \w; — ί/
Define an inner product on R5 by
with which the above correspondence becomes an isometry. Consider the
Veronese embedding
t: Pl(H) =
by ι(x mod Sρ(l))=2x?35— /2, that is, by
IMI2HHI2 2* \
2t;zz - I 2 + l k l l 2 /
where M, z efi with ||w||2+|M|2=l. Let p: S7-+P\H) be the projection. Then
the Hopf fibering
is given by h=t p. Next, for a^Sρ(2)dSO(H2)=SO(8), define
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by
σ(a)X = aX'cl(ΞR5y XeΞR5,a<Ξ Sp(2) .
To show that h is 5p(2)-equivariant with respect to σ\ Sp(2)-*SO(5) is a stan-
dard exercise.
Now, denote by 1G the identity element of a group G. From SO(4)=
Sp(l)Xz2Sp(iy, we know that — lSpdy is identified with — ls^(l) in *SΌ(4).
Thus we obtain p(— ί
sp(ly)=p(— lSpω)-.= — lsote)= — 1 in Sp(2), where we use
Lemma 2.2. Since we have shown that Sp(l)' d Sp(2) (here, we omit p), the
quotient group 5O(4)/5χi)^5p(l)7{d=l}=-5O(3) induces an action ό : SO(3)
->SO(5) by the restriction of σ: Sp(2)-*SO(5) to Sp(l)'. Thus A is SΌ(4)-
equivariant with respect to π\ SO(4)->SO(3) (natural projection). Here, we
can check that fr is equivalent to the irreducible representation on traceless sym-
metric 3x3 real matrices (see Remark 2.1). Thus a regular SO(3)-orbit in S4
is a tube of Veronese surface P2cS4. The correspondence between singular
orbits is obvious.
REMARK 2.1. Since h is trivial on S4 — {a point}, Mh is homeomorphic to
NxS3, where N=h(Mh) is an 5O(3)-orbit. The homogeneous hypersurfaces
in iS4 are 3-spheres, products of two spheres, or tubes of the Veronese surface
[5]. The topology of MA, for instance, the sum of ^-Betti numbers which is
equal to 12 [9], implies N must be the last one. Thus if we do not know 6- ex-
actly, we obtain the same result.
From now on, we write Mh—ρ(SO(4 ))fI=N=h~1(N)
ί
 where N is as above.
REMARK 2.2. Since a unit normal vector β^ at ρ(k)H&Ny &eSO(4) can
be given by Ad^)/?^, the shape operator Aj^- of N (cί. §3) with respect to
ΐί^- at H is given by
I
 f.β (Ad exp **,
at
T~
where we use (2.4) and H/P-H — >/3||/ί||. Thus the principal curvatures of
p(SO(4))(#) are given by
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X - gi-gs - 1
'" vΈlr, ~ JW
(2.9)
 λ2=
x =3
The unit principal vector corresponding to \{ is T,-. The tangent space of the
fibre of h at H is spanned by Wly W2, W3y i.e., by
{Ti-λi?* f
 2+λ2T5, f 3+λ3Γ6}.
In the following, as a regular element H=H(ξu ξ2, £3), we choose (ξί9 ξ2, £3)
so that
(2.10) λ1>->λβ, i.e.
The singular orbits correspond to
(2.11) H+ = H(ξ2 = ξ3) or H. = ff(& = 0) .
In each case, say, when (&, f?2> ?3)=(2, — 1, — 1) ((f1( ?2, ?3)=(1. 0, —1), respec-
tively), the tangent space of the fiber S3 at H+(H., respectively) is spanned by
(2.12) {f !- v/3Γ
 4> \^T2+Γ5, T3> ({f 4, f 2+ V3Γ5, Vϊf3+T6}, respectively).
Now, we prove
Proposition 2.4. A homogeneous hypersurface N in S7 with six principal
curvatures is foliated by an isoparametric hypersurface with (g,m) = (3,l). A
leaf has a unique intersection point with a fiber S3 of h, if they intersect, by which
we can define a section r: N->N.
Proof. Observing the signature of the Killing form, we see that the Lie
algebra generated by X2y X4 and X6 is isomorphic to §o(3). We denote by
SO(3)' the Lie subgroup of *SΌ(4) isomorphic to *SΌ(3), whose tangent space at
1SO(4) is spanned by X2, X^ and X6. It is easy to see that the subspace q=
span {H,H^-9 Γ2, Γ4, Γ6} of p is p(SO(3)')-invariant. Here, §o(3)+q gives a
decomposition associated with the symmetric space St/(3)/SO(3)', where the
Cartan subalgebra is also given by α. A regular orbit of the isotropy action of
SO(3)' on q is nothing but a tube of the Veronese surface. In fact, put ΛΓ#—
p(SO(3y)ft. The computation in Remark 2.2 provides the principal curvatures
>, ___ __\/3|s_ ^ —
— - —
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which shows, under (2.10), H is a regular element for the isotropy action of
SU(3)/SO(3)'9 and N% is an isoparametric hypersurface with (£, m)=(3, 1). Then
by the homogeneity of N, there passes an isoparametric hypersurface with
Qjr. m)=(3, 1) isometric to NS through each point of N.
Now, we show that {gNjf,g^SO(4 )} (we omit p) gives a foliation on N.
To see this, we must show that if gNs Π^NjyΦO, £,£'^SO(4), then gNs=
g'Ns, that is, the isotropy subgroup of H in SO(4) belongs to SO(3)'. In fact,
we have already seen that N^S3χN (Remark 2.1), and it is well known that
JV~SO(3)/Z2+Z2. Let L be the isotropy subgroup of H in SO(4). Then
N^SO(4)/L~Sp(l)xSO(3)!L by the argument before Remark 2.1. Thus we
get L^Z2+Z2. Since the isotropy subgroup of H in SO(3')' is Z2-\-Z2, and it
is obvious that this is contained in L, L^Z2+Z2 implies Lc/SΌ(3)'.
Now, denote the fiber of h at H by 8%. We may show that N % Π S%= {H} ,
since N is homogeneous and Sp(l) is a normal subgroup in SO(4). It is easy to
see that VΠq=RH and NsΓ\SaC:{±H}. As is well-known [9] for an iso-
parametric hypersurface M in 5n, a normal geodesic γ at x^M intersects M at
2g points xl=x> x2, •••, x2g, where
— -0, /-odd
-- \-θ , ί = even
for some 0, 0<0<-^-. Note that 0=0 corresponds to the minimal isopara-
g
metric hypersurface. Thus NZ (g=3) contains —H if and only if NS is a regu-
lar minimal orbit. But (2.13) implies that N% is minimal if and only if ξlξ2ξ3=
0, which dose not occur by (2.10).
REMARK 2.3. Certainly, another proof of Proposition 2.4 will be given by
using l-*-=§o(3) mod I.
REMARK 2.4. Each of six curvature circles provides other foliation on N.
Furthermore, ft is foliated by three kinds of Clifford tori as is shown in Remark
4.2.
Proposition 2.5. Let N± be the focal submanifolds of N coresponding to
H±. Then
(1) N+ is foliated by the Veronese surface, and we have a section τ: N+-*N+.
(2) N- is foliated by the minimal isoparametric hypersurface with (g,m)=
(3, 1). Moreover, N+ and ΛL are not congruent in S7.
Proof. We know by (2.13) that ^(50(3)')^+ is a singular orbit, i.e. the
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Veronese surface P\ and has a unique intersection with the fiber at ff+ since
— /7+ΦP+. In particular, we can define a section T: N+-*P
2+ClR+. On the
other hand, in view of (2.13), p(SO(3)')H- is the minimal isoparametric hy-
persurface with (g, m)=(3y 1). The last assertion will be shown in the proof of
Proposition 3.3. The fact that the isotropy subgroup of N+(N~, respectively)
is generated by X6 (Xly respectively) suggests the non-congruence of N+ and#_.
3. Isoparametric hypersurfaces and focal submanifolds
3.1. Preliminaries
Let M be an isometrically immersed orientable hypersurface in the unit
sphere Sn+1 and let ξ be a unit normal vector field on M. With respect to the
riemannian connection V on 5Λ+1, the shape operator A of M is given by
of which eigenvalues \ι> >\
n
 are called the principal curvatures. For
{λi, —, λj , define
D
λ
(p) = {X^TPM I AX = \X} .
and let m
λ
(p)= dim D
λ
(p). The following is fundamental [12]:
Fact 3.1. If m
λ
(p) is constant on M, say m, then
(1) λ is a differentiable function on M.
(2) D
λ
 is a completely integrable differentiable distribution on M.
(3) If m>2, then λ is constant along each leaf of D
λ
.
(4) If λ is constant along a leaf L of D
λ
, then L is locally an m-sphere of
S*+l.
From now on, we assume that m
λ
 is constant on M for all λ. Then by (2),
we can choose a local orthonormal frame (el9 •••, en) so that each eΛ is a unit prin-
cipal vector with respect to λ*, 1 <a<n. We call such frame an adapted frame.
Now, we may express
(3.1) Ϋ.
Λ
 = ΛV,+λA,β£
where \<a,β<n, and σ always denotes the summation over l<σ<n. Ob-
viously we have
The curvature tensor .R j^ of M is given by
(3.2)
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The covarient derivatives of the coefficients of the second fundamental tensor
e
β
y=\
Λ
8
Λβ
 are given by
so that
(3.3) hw = ^ λJ
The equation of Coddazi is written as
(3.4) h
Λβtι = h^tΛ = h^tβ
from which we obtain
(3.5) e
β
(\
a
) = ΛL(λ
β
-λ
β
) , for «Φ/3.
For distinct principal curvatures λ*, λβ, λγ, we get from (3.3) and (3.4),
(3.6) Λ2
β
(λ
β
-λ
v
) = Λ?
β
(λ
β
-λ
β
) = Λ?
γ
(λ
v
-λ
β
) .
This implies also
(3.7) ΛZX. +Λ?
-
Λ;
γ
+Λ;,ΛZ/ι = 0 .
Moreover from (3.3) and (3.4), we have
(3.8) Klb = 0 , ΛL = Λybb, if χβ-,λ6Φλγ and
Note that from (3.5) follows (3) of Lemma 3.1 immediately and that when λ^
is constant on M, we have
(3.9) AL = 0 if λ
v
Φλ
Λ
.
DEFINITION. When each principal curvature is constant on M, M is called
isoparametric.
For fundamental facts on isoparametric hypersurfaces, see [8,9].
3.2. Focal submanifolds
Let M be an embedded isoparametric hypersurface in S7. By [8], we
may assume that M is closed. Moreover, we assume (g, m)=(6, 1), and choose
£ι> •••> e^ as above. Note that we know from (3.8)
Λl
β
 = 0 if tf{α,/3, y}<;2,
and from (3.6), Λ£
β
, Λ£y, Λγ
Λ
 vanish at the same time if #{α, /3, 7} =3. For
convenience, we put X— X
x
, μ=\2y v=\3, P=X4» ^"^λs and τ=X6, where, as is
well known, χ.=rcot^,., l<z<6, |^,.| <— , θi+1— θi = — mod r. In particular,2 6
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cot (α+— )— — tan a implies
Ll
(3.10) />=--, σ = — λ-,
X μ
Note that each leaf L* of fl
λ
. is a circle of S7. Let M
τ
 be the focal submanifold
of M corresponding to
 T=cotθ(θ=θ6), that is
M
r
 == {c
We define the projection map /: M-+M
τ
 by
f(p) = cosθp+smθξp .
In the following, we use the indices l<i,j,k<5, and the Einstein convention
in this region. Denote ]>=f(p). Then we have T-pMτ=sp^n{ei^TpM, ί<
i<5}> since
/**,- = sin0(τ— λf)*f ,
where the right hand side is considered as a vector in T^S7 by a parallel transla-
tion in Jβ8. An orthonormal basis of the normal space of M
τ
 at f is given by
{nP>ζp}> where
= — sn
under the identification by a parallel translation in RB. Let V denote the con-
nection on M
τ
 acting on tangent fields of R8 along M
τ
 induced from the eucli-
dean connection D. Then
where JSΓ is a tangent field of R8 along L£» in a neighborhood of p, and J? is a
tangent field along /(£>') near^ defined by J?(5)=Jί(g) for q&L$,q=f(q). In
particular, we have
We denote by V^ (V^ , resp.) the tangential (normal, resp.) component of
Vefj for 1 <ί,y <5 in S7. Then we have
(3.11)
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since <λ^—p, η^=smθ(lj
r
\iτ).
For later use, we give the matrix representation of the shape operators B1)p
and Bζp of Mr:
Lemma 3.1. The shape operators BJlp and Bζύ of Mr with respect to the nor-
mal vectors ηp and ξp atp are given respectively by symmetric matrices:
0
0
v 0
0
1
V3
0
0
0
0
0
0
oVf
0
0
0
0
1
0
0 \
0
0
0
(λ-
Ό^Λfβ (λ—rJ-'Λfβ (λ—r^Aίβ (λ—i
0 (μ—T)-1A26 (μ—τ)-1Λ26 (A*—i
.36 0 (P_τ)-lΛί. (V-T/-τ)->A?
Uβ—T)-1 ,^ (σ-rJ^Alβ) (σ-
where we use the basis 0,-GΞ TpM, 1 <z^5 q
Proof. Let ff be the vector field along /(£#•') given by
qe=LKp',q=f(q). Since
r
lASβ
=J?(ϊ), where
where, ΐΓ denotes the component of D
e
.η parallel with T-tMT, noting that
 + <τ
=cot(θ{-β)=cot(-^—^), i=l, —, 5, we get £„,. Similarly follows
λ.
1
b A \ I/ v e| O /»/ -N. \ I ° *
sιnσ(τ—Xf ) si]
In particular, Bζ
ύ
 is symmetric by virtue of (3.6).
,.— T)
5
Σ
Next, we apply above argument to the focal submanifold M
λ
 correspond-
ing to λ^cotflj. With respect to the tangent basis e2, e3y •••, e6 and the normal
basis ηp=—smθlp+cosθ1ξjζ
f
=e1(p) at p=cosθ1p+smθιξp, we have
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(3.12)
^ ; =
(V3 0
o -L
0 0
0 0
, 0 0
Br' —
ζp
 sinfl,
0 (
(p-X)-'Aϊι (
0
0
0
0
0
μ — ~,
0
0
0
1_
0
Vj-'Aii
0
0"SA41
R. Mi
0 \
0
0
0
-\/3,
(/ί— >
(w— λ
(σ— λ^'Λii (σ— λJ-'Λii (σ— λ
(T-λΛ-'Λi, (-
— ^
Λ-1A| C- Λ 0
By these data, we know immediately that M
τ
 and M
λ
 are minimal [10].
Corollary 3.2. [8]. .For any unit normal vector n of M
r
 or of M
λ
 at £,
the eigenvalues of B
n
 are given by ± \/3> ± — =, 0.
v3
This is shown immediately by choosing
that n=η'q).
r
p so that n—ηq (or so
3.3. Geometric data of JV
For later use, we calculate A.l
β
 and components of B
n
 for the homegeneous
hypersurface N. Recall that we choose ξ
ί9 ξ2, ξ3 satisfying (2.10). Note that
2 and so \\H\\ =
For tangent field T
β
 in a neighborhood of H given by iFβ(p(k)H)=p(k)T
β9
5O(4), we have at fl", using (2.4),
<ί
and so
A γ _ _
*
β
 ~
] jj> ^ •/
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which is constant in a neighborhood of R. By virtue of (2.3) and gf JLgy for
z'Φy, it is easy to see that Λ^=0, l<a<β<rγ<6, except for Λ?2, Λ?2, Λι3, Λf5,
Λ|3, Λi4, Λi4 and Λ?5. Now, from [X19 T2] = — T3 and [JSί4, Γ5] = —Γ3 follow
p-a
(see (3.6)). Similarly, we get
[X19 T3] = 2Γ5+3Γ2
[X19 T5] = -2Γ3-3Γ6
[X» Γ4] = Γ6
Next, since cot θ=τ= —
=
A =
by (2.9), we obtain
Moreover, from (2.9), we have
λ-τ = -!iiΞ!H-
Thus we get
and
Finally we obtain
(3.13)
V 3b2
V 3?3
:
ι-&
1
sin θ
1
sin0
ί °0
0
0
l χ/3
I V J1
&-
Λfβ
λ-τ
Λfβ
At— T
0
0
0
1
x/3
0
Is
0
0
0
0
0
^N/JIW(&-&)(&-&)
./5V J
1
N/3'
0 V3\
-J- o
0 0
0 0
0 0 }
.
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REMARK 3.1. In computation, it is convenient to consider the minimal
isoparametric hypersurface case, that is, the case when (ξl9 ξ2> ?3)=(2+\/3,
— 1, —1 —χ/3) (see (2.9)). In this case, ||#|| = %/3(\/3+l) and above con-
stants become
V6
(3.14) V2
N/2
Thus for M=ΛL, we obtain
(3.15) 0
0
-1
0
0
2
0
0
n\j
0
0
0
0
2
V3
0
0
_ι
0 \
o\J
0
-1
o ,
Now, the last assertion of Proposition 2.5 is proved as follows. For any normal
vector n of N±y let E±(a) be the eigenspace of Bn with respect to the eigenvalue
a. Then from Lemma 3.1 and (3.13), we see that the spaces £+(0),
E"J—χ/3)) ^+(—=)Θ-B*(——=) are independent of n. On the other hand, in
\/3 \/3
view of (3.12) and (3.15), the spaces E!L(\/3)0£-(—\/3) and £ϋ.(-Λ=)0
. \/3
£1( =:) depend on n, though the space £1(0) dose not. Finally, we conclude
\/3
Proposition 3.3. N+ and N- are not congruent in S
7
. In particular, we
have two minimal taut homogeneous embeddίngs of P2RχS3 into S7 which are
not congruent.
REMARK 3.1. As is well-known, the Veronese surface is rigid in S4. Thus
N+ is congruent to ΛΓ_ in S4. But this congruence is given by <r^O(5) with
det<r=—-1. This σ is not lifted to an isometry of S7.
4. A characterization of the homogeneous hypersurfaces
As we have seen above, Λ?4—Λfs^Λfβ^O, l<α<6 on N. The follow-
ing argument is independent of the homogeneity.
Lemma 4.1. On an embedded closed isoparametric hypersurface M with
(^  m)=(6, 1), the following (1), (2), (3) are mutually equivalent:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
on M.
onM.
on M.
REMARK 4.1. Any local adapted frame fe, *„ -, *6} differs from another at
most in the directions of some e'.s. Thus ΛJ, differs at most in its signature by a
change of local frames. We mean by "Λ^O on M" a global condition, that
is, for any local adapted frame in any neighborhood of M, Λ^ vanishes.
Proof Let^ S=M and let y be the normal geodesic at p. As we have seen
in the proof of Proposition 2.4, Ύ Γ\M consists of twelve points A, -,pu winch
are vertices of certain dodecagon. Using the fact that M is taut we have shown
in [6] that the tangent spaces of the leaves at each point of y Π M are decomposed
into parallel families as follows ("parallel" means parallel with respect to the
connection of S7):
{T\^, T^, T3i+3, Tut, TLs, T}^},
where i=2, 4, 6, and Tj denotes the tangent space of the λ,-leaf at p, (see Fig.
2). Now, parametrize L^ by the angle φ between
 Pl and p^LPl with respect
to the center A of L$, in Λ8, so that we have
dφ dφ
\!A<ί Λ i
Fig. 2
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Similar parametrization of Ifp2^q=q(φ), where φ is the angle from p2 in the
same direction as L^ gives
where € is 1 or — 1. Using the normal geodesic at p(φ), the above investiga-
tion implies that e4(p(φ)) is parallel with e2(q(φ))> hence we have
1 d
sin θ\ d<p
sin 05 1 d
1
dφ
Since e2(p(φ))=6e4(q(φ)), e3(p(φ))=6e3(q(φ}), 5^(ί(φ))= ι^(?(φ)) and e*(P(<p))
8e6(q(φ)) where £=±1, we obtain, (continuing similar arguments also alo
I -
where ^ means ube equal to a non-zero constant multiple of". Since we have
these relations among any corresponding points, we obtain Lemma 4.1.
REMARK 4.2. By virtue of (3.6), D
λ
+Dp is integrable if and only if A?4=
0, 1 <a<6. Lemma 4.1 implies that D
λ
+Dp, Dμ+D^ DV+DT are integrable at
the same time if one of them is integrable, which is the case for the homogene-
ous N. It is easy to see that each leaf is a Clifford torus.
Note that (3), or equivalently, Λ£3 = 0 holds if and only if the null direc-
tion e3 of Bq is constant along L
r
p. Concerning the fact stated before Proposi-
tion 3.3, we show:
Proposition 4.2. Let M be an embedded closed isoparametric hypersurface
in S7 with six principal curvatures. Then M is homogensous if and only if e3 is
constant on Lτpfor
Proof. Since we may show the sufficiency, assume
(4.1) Λ?3ΞΞθ, l<a<6 on M.
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Then by Lemma 4.1, we have
Λ?4=Λ?5=Λ?6=0, l<α<6
Using Lemma 3.1, we may write
onM.
(4.2)
(0 a 0 0 b
a 0 0 c 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 c 0 0 d
\b o o d o;
Now, parametrizing Up by the angle φ between p and p(φ)^Lτp with respect to
the center of Ut in Λ
8
, we see that rjφ= ηp(φy is given by cos^^— smφξp. Since
the eigenvalues of BVφ=cosφBVp— sinφBζp are ±\/3, i~^=>
 we
 §et det(#/—
-)' and so
(1)
(2) sin29>(α2— rf2) = 0
(3) sinV{-2+sin29)+cos29)(-α2+—+3c2-<ί2)+sin2<p(αα-&c)2} = 0
0
for any φ, 0<<τ><2π . Solving this system of equations where we choose the
direction of el and e± so that a, £<0, we have the following two cases:
(ϋ) (a, I
In fact, we have from (1) and (2)
(4)
(5)
Putting φ—— and — in (3), we obtain
=,
v3
= (-l,Q, --?-, ±1)
10
3
(6)
(7)
(ad-bcf = 1
^
- — 3C2 = -2 .
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Then from (4)~(7), follow (i) and (ii). In case (i), we may assume (a, b, c, d)
=(0, \/3, ——-y 0), changing e$ to — e5 if necessary. Note that then, Bζ is\/3
equal to the one in the homogeneous case. When (ii) is the case, take the
focal submanifold M
λ
 corresponding to λ. From the second matrix in (3.12),
using Λ?6=Λ?5=Λu = 0, B?p must be of the form (4.2), but from Λι6=0,
using (5), it must be
' 0
0
0
0 :
V3
0
0
0
±-^0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
• i
0
0
0
\/3N
0
0
0
o /
Then (ii) is reduced to case (i) if we change the directions of the normal vector,
and of some principal vectors, if necessary. Now, we investigate the case (i),
i.e. the case when
= Λf5 = Λ ? 6 Ξ θ , Λ?6 = Λ ! 6 Ξ θ ,
261 Λ?6 ^ 1 Aiβ 1
sinθ μ—sin0 λ—T
Recall the Gauss equation (3.2):
(8) l+\μ = RW = -i
= -2A!,AJ3
where we use (3.7), and
(9) 1+λP = ΛBB = -2(Λ?3Λ52+Λ?3Λ|5) ,
(10) 1+pσ = #4554 = -2Λ|5Λ|3,
(11) 1+A^P = -R2442 - -2(Λi4Λ!3+Λl4Λ!6) .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is minimal, so Λ!6=
— , χχ26 ~= xnen (11) implies
N/2 \/2
while (8) and (9) imply
AS, = o,
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Since we have a freedom to choose the direction of e3, we choose it so that Λι3=
— v/2(\/3+l). When it becomes Λj2=— v > change the directions
Δt
of e2 and £4 at the same time in order to preserve Λ L and Λι3. Finally, Λi4 is
obtained uniquely from (10) and
0 = #1245 = Λ£4Λ?σ-ΛΪ2Λ*44-Λ£1Λ54 = Λi4Λ?6-Λ?2Λ3
54+ΛiιΛ354 .
Thus all structure constants Λ^ and the coefficients of the second fundamen-
tal tensor h
Λβ
 coincide with those in the homogeneous case (see (3.14)), and we
conclude that M is locally homogeneous. Since any embedded isoparametric
hypersurface extends to a unique complete isoparametric hypersurface [8], we
obtain the proposition.
Finally, in order to give a new proof of Dorfmeister-Neher's theorem, we
may show that on any isoparametric hypersurface with (g, m)=(6, 1), the shape
operator of its focal submanifold has a constant null direction. This is by no
means easy.
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